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Mr Alaur Rahman

Place of Residence: London
Sector: Arts (Singer)

M

r Rahman came to the UK
from Bangladesh in 1977 with
his parents at the age of fourteen.
When arriving in the UK Mr
Rahman entered into the music
industry as he was already a keen
musician in his native country of
Bangladesh he followed what he
was most passionate about in
Britain. His musical inspiration is
Mr Nurul Ghani, who has guided
him to where he is today.
In Bangladesh Mr Alaur Rahman
attended Madrasa and primary
school and he use to sing music
and songs there. In 1985 in Britain
Mr Rahman appeared on BBC television singing folk songs. Already
in a music group Mr Rahman and
his group recorded there first cassette in 1985 and carried on
recording on to CD. Mr Rahman
was a student at Pandit Horidas
Ganguly School were he was
taught music by Golam Ali another
great singer and musician. In 1985
Mr Rahman got asked by numerous people to appear on BBC1 to
sing music live.
Mr Alaur Rahman has performed
on Bangladesh TV (BTV).
Moreover, Mr Rahman has won
numerous awards globally. These
have included awards from Z TV,
Channel I, ATN, Bangla TV and
Channel S where he has won
awards for being the best singer.

his music. Mr Rahman has been
selected by Ekushe TV to be the
voice of the Azan (Call to prayer).
Mr Rahman moved onto making
music, which was of a spiritual and
religious nature.

director Shatashaha. He has
released thirty six albums which
included recording Hindi and
Bangla songs and at present he
has four albums in the pipeline
awaiting release.

Mr Rahman became one of the
leading singers in Britain’s Bengali
community and in the 1990’s went
on to sell numerous songs and
travel around the world to promote

Currently Alaur Rahman is one of
the most talented music director
and performers to come from
Bangladesh to Britain. He has
worked with the well known music

Mr Alaur Rahman married Mrs
Rozi Rahman in 1986. They have
two sons and a daughter, who are:
Miss Aniqa Rahman, Rabi
Rahman and Raid Rahman.
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